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Abstrat. This paper explains how the Alloy model-�nding method has been used to hek the spei�ationof an eletroni purse (also alled smart ard) system, alled the Mondex ase study, initially written in Z.After desribing the payment protool between two eletroni purses, and presenting an overview of theAlloy model-�nding method, this paper explains how tehnial issues about integers and oneptual issuesabout the objet layout in Z have been takled in Alloy, giving general methods that an be used in mostase studies with Alloy. This work has also pointed out some signi�ant bugs in the original Z spei�ationsuh as reasoning bugs in the proofs, and proposes a way to solve them.Keywords: Alloy ; model-�nding; Mondex eletroni purse; re�nement; seurity properties
1. Introdution1.1. The Mondex ase studyIn 1994, National Westminster Bank developed an eletroni purse (or smart ard) system, alled Mondex[MCS, Mon℄. An eletroni purse is a ard-sized devie intended to replae �real� oins with eletroni ash.In ontrast to a redit or debit ard, an eletroni purse stores its balane in itself, thus does not neessarilyrequire any network aess to update a remote database during a transation. So, eletroni purses an beused in small stores or shops, suh as bakeries, where small amounts of money are involved.Correspondene and o�print requests to: Tahina Ramananandro



2 Tahina RamananandroBut everything regarding ash requires a ritially high seurity level. So, in 1998, National WestminsterBank asked researhers to verify seurity properties about Mondex :
• any value must be aounted; in partiular, in ase of a failed transation, lost value must be logged (itis neessary, but the onverse is not true);
• no money may suddenly appear on a purse without being debited from another purse through an ahievedtransation.In fat, the loss of money is a global property that annot be onsidered at the loal sale of one purse.This researh led to a formal proof by hand of the Mondex eletroni purse system1 with the Z spei�ationlanguage [Spi92, WD96℄. This proof has been published in 2000 by Susan Stepney, David Cooper and JimWoodok [SCW00℄. It has ritially helped the Mondex system be granted ITSEC seurity level 6 out of 6.This proof onsists in a spei�ation relying on a re�nement relation between two models:
• the abstrat model, a very simple model with an atomi transation, and eah purse storing the amountof its balane and the amount it has lost;
• the onrete model, whih orresponds to the atual implementation with a non-atomi transationprotool based on message exhange through an inseure ommuniations hannel.Several seurity issues are raised by the Conrete protool:
• a purse an be disonneted from the system too early;
• a message an be lost by the ommuniations hannel;
• a message an be replayed several times in the ommuniations hannel, but has to be read only at mostone;
• a message an be read by any purse.A Conrete transation follows a 5-step protool:1. The �from� purse reeives a initialization message.2. The �to� purse reeives a initialization message and sends a request message.3. The �from� purse reeives the request message, dereases its balane and sends the value message.4. The �to� purse reeives the value message, inreases its balane and sends the aknowledgment message.It is done.5. The �from� purse reeives the aknowledgment message. It is done.If the transation annot go on for some reason (for instane if one of the two purses is disonneted tooearly), then a mehanism of abortion is provided (that ould our after a timeout in the real world). Then,in abortion ases where money ould be lost, aborting purses have to log the transation details into a privatelogging arhive, so that if a transation is atually lost, then it has neessarily been logged. Later pursesmay also opy the ontents of their private log to a global arhive.So, the system is nondeterministi, insofar as a purse an deide to abort instead of going on with thetransation. But in both ases, the spei�ation assumes that, one purses are onneted to the system, theybehave orretly and follow the operation protool. The spei�ation also assumes that messages relatedto the protool annot be forged (they are �proteted�, for instane ryptographially), they an only bereplayed. However, other �foreign� messages an be forged.The proof layout in the Z spei�ation onsists in showing that seurity properties hold for the Abstrat,then re�ning the Abstrat model by the Conrete. But, as the Conrete model is not onstrained enough,re�nement is made easier by making it two-step, through a Between world whih has the same struture asthe Conrete but is onstrained. So:

1 The whole system has been proved, exept ryptographial issues
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e p ve p a
e a T oe a F r o mOne purses are onneted to the system, they are assumed to follow the protool.The entral authority sending the startFrom and startTo messages ould orrespond to pressing a button toinitialize the transation. It is not modelled: those messages spontaneously appear in the ether.The statuses eaTo and eaFrom may be interpreted as a single �idle� status.Figure 1. Conrete 5-step protool, with the statuses of the purses depending on the operations.

• The Between is abstrated by the Abstrat by omputing the values stored by abstrat purses orrespond-ing to the Between; however, for eah purse, those omputations may involve several purses beause ofthe logs. This proof is a bakwards re�nement involving a prophey variable, hosenLost : among the setof transations for whih the �from� purse has already dereased its balane but the �to� purse has notinreased its own one yet, no purse having aborted yet, some transations are hosen in advane to belost.
• The re�nement of the Between by the Conrete is rather an invariant proof than a re�nement proof. Theproof layout is a forwards simulation.1.2. The Alloy model-�nding methodAlloy [Ja02, Ja06, All℄ is a modeling method that inludes both a modeling language based on �rst-orderlogi and relational alulus inluding transitive losures, and a tool, alled Alloy Analyzer2 and based onmodel-�nding through SAT-solving [Ja00℄, to analyze spei�ations in this language. The analysis onsistsin heking a theorem: the spei�ation is translated into a SAT formula so that an instane of this formulaorresponds to a ounterexample to the theorem being heked.

2 The Alloy Analyzer is the analysis engine for Alloy 3.0, with whih the Mondex ase study has been takled. The new versionof Alloy, 4.0, is based on another analysis tool, Kodkod [TJ07, Tor℄, whih is a major improvement in translating spei�ationsto SAT formulae.
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Figure 2. The Alloy model-�nding methodA model of an Alloy spei�ation is a set of atoms, or objets, satisfying all the fats, or axioms, in additionto the theorem being heked. The sope of the model is the ardinality of its atoms. All models onsideredby Alloy analyses are �nite, and their sopes have to be given in advane by the user eah time a theoremis being heked.The Alloy modeling language is based on relations. A relation orresponds to a set of tuples, a tuple is anordered ombination of atoms. In Alloy, every relation has a �xed arity : in every relation, all the tuples havethe same number of atoms.Alloy provides the user with a relational alulus lose to set theory: + (union), - (di�erene), & (interse-tion)... The artesian produt is denoted -> . The most notable operator is the join operator denoted . :given two relations A of arity a and B of arity b, then A.B orresponds to the following set:A.B =
{(

~a ,~b) : ∃ x , (~a , x ) ∈ A ∧
(x ,~b) ∈ B}Speial operators are also provided: ~ (for binary relations only) denotes the reiproal relation (with thetuples turned upside down); s <: r (resp. r :> s) denotes the restrition of a relation r where the �rst (resp.last) omponents of its tuples are in the signature s.Then, a formula onsists in:

• a multipliity formula to denote whether the relation orresponds to a non-empty set (some), an emptyset (no), a singleton (one), a singleton or empty set (lone);
• an inlusion between two relations (in);
• a Boolean ombination of formulae: {...} (and), or, implies, not...;
• a quanti�ed formula: universal (all), existential (some), existential with uniity ondition (one), uniity�if it exists� (lone), universal with negation (no). The disj keyword ensures the quanti�ed variables todenote sets of tuples that are disjoint one to the other.To onstrut relations of a given arity, it is neessary to delare unary relations, or signatures. Signaturesorrespond to sets of tuples. A signature is delared by sig name. A signature an also be delared as asubset of an existing signature thanks to the in keyword, or to the extends keyword: in the latter ase,two signatures extending the same signature are onstrained to be disjoint. Finally, the abstrat keywordstates that all the atoms of this signature belong to a signature extending it. In fat, a signature delared assig name is impliitly onsidered extending the top-level abstrat signature objet. Then, the sope of themodel is the number of atoms in objet. However, when the user gives the sope to hek a theorem, theyan provide ardinality information for eah delared signature instead of a global sope.The user an also delare a relation along with the signature of its �rst omponent: for instane, sig A {r : B}delares a signature A and a binary relation r in A->B (that is, in A×B). Multipliity keywords as abovean also our, adding onstraints on the relation.



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 5module ::= module modname [ signame *℄ opendir * delaration*opendir ::= open modname [ signame *℄delaration ::= | sigdel | preddel | fatdel | fundelsigdel ::= | abstrat ? sig signame extends ? { args* }| sig signame in expr { args* }extends ::= extends signameargs ::= relname : mult ? signame sigprodend* ,sigprodend ::= -> mult ? signamepreddel ::= pred predname ( args *) andformulafatdel ::= fat fatname andformulafundel ::= fun funname ( args* ) : signame sigprodend* { expr }expr ::= | relname | funname ( expr, *) | expr + expr| expr-expr | expr -> expr | expr & expr| expr . expr | expr <: expr | expr :> expr | ...andformula ::= { formula* }formula ::= | predname ( expr,* ) | mult expr | expr in expr| quant disj ? args args * andformula | andformula| andformula implies andformula| andformula or andformula | ...mult ::= | some | one | lone | noquant ::= | all | multFigure 3. The Alloy syntax (simpli�ed)The user an also delare prediates (pred) and funtions (fun, with a �typing� indiation about the returnvalue) to fator the ode of the spei�ation.The Alloy system is modular: a spei�ation an be split in several module �les beginning withmodule name.A module is then inluded via open. Modules an take signatures as parameters.1.3. Overview of the main issues enountered while writing the Alloy spei�ationThe use of the Alloy method (the Alloy spei�ation language and the Alloy Analyzer) raised some issuesat di�erent levels, due to the logial oneption of the Alloy spei�ation language, or to the urrent im-plementation of the Alloy Analyzer. We solved them in two steps. First, we wrote a preliminary versionof the Mondex spei�ation in Alloy that used to follow the Z spei�ation as lose as possible. But thistranslation introdued several artifats (suh as useless signatures) that did not seem natural to the generalways of writing spei�ations in Alloy, so that we rewrote the spei�ation to remove those artifats. This�optimisation� has eventually pointed out some errors in the previous model.The proof written in Alloy was designed to follow the Z re�nement proof of the monograph [SCW00℄,embedding the re�nement relation in the model. Thus it does not follow the approah proposed by Gheyi etal. [GMB05℄ who formalize a re�nement notion spei� to Alloy at the model level (i.e. relating two di�erentmodels).On the one hand, we had to takle rather tehnial issues about integers: whereas the Z spei�ation fre-quently uses them, they are not well handled by the implementation of the Alloy Analyzer. But in fat, notall properties of integers are used, so that there are ways to represent the orresponding data more e�ientlythan with integers. This o�ers an interesting way to ompute sums of sets of values without reursion on theset of values.On the other hand, we had to takle a more oneptual issue regarding how Z and Alloy treat the notionof the identity of objets. Whereas Z shemas de�ne reords, Alloy spei�ations de�ne relations betweenobjets that have their own identity. For instane, two abstrat purses having the same balane and lostvalues are represented by the same reord in Z, so they have to be distinguished somehow. In Alloy, it is theonverse: as di�erent objets an have the same properties, onstraints have to be added to onsider themas reords.



6 Tahina RamananandroAfter takling those modeling issues, the obtained models have been able to �nd bugs in the Z spei�ationof the Mondex eletroni purse. Those bugs are related to the insu�ient formalism of that Z spei�ation.This work has been done within an internship at MIT. The internship report [Ram06℄ and the Alloy spei-�ation �les are available on the author's website [Ram℄.2. Representing integers with AlloyThe implementation of integers in the Alloy Analyzer3 provides not very e�ient analyses. Indeed, thetranslation of integers and their operations into boolean formulae onsumes a lot of time and spae, bybuilding the whole arithmeti iruits, and dramatially redues the de�nable sope.The idea ommonly retained by Alloy users, and also by the researhers who develop Alloy themselves(within Daniel Jakson's Software Design group) is that for most models written in Alloy, integers may bereplaed with another representation providing similar properties, and whih ould �t the model better.This idea holds for the Mondex ase study, so that author-level enodings may be used, as desribed in thissetion.2.1. Using an order rather than sequene numbersSequene numbers are used to distinguish di�erent transations led by purses. In some way, they representa time sale inreasing whenever a transation begins. It is not spei�ed how this time sale inreases: onlythe omparison relation is used. So, we only need an order to model them.One idea is to use the ordering module provided along with the standard distribution of the Alloy Analyzer :util/ordering.sig SEQNO {}open util/ordering [SEQNO℄Moreover, the Alloy Analyzer treats this module in an optimized way, in terms of symmetry breakings whenbuilding the SAT boolean formula, rather than expliitly de�ning the order.2.2. Representing amounts through oinsEven though all the �rst-order properties of integers are used to model amounts, they are used in a partiularway. Comparisons only our between the pre-state and the post-state of an operation: either a purse de-reasing its balane, or the whole global world balane, is onerned. In partiular, two balanes of di�erentpurses (assoiated to di�erent names) are never ompared.The solution proposed by members of the SDG group, namely Emina Torlak and Derek Rayside, is to usesets of oins to represent an amount. The amount will not be represented by the ardinality of the set, butthe oins themselves, as with real oins in non-eletroni purses.
3 The new Kodkod engine for Alloy 4.0 models integers in a di�erent way through their binary representations. Little work hasbeen done yet to translate the models to this new version.



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 72.2.1. Computing with oinsWith this approah, operations are rede�ned as follows:
• The sum of two values is the disjoint union of the orresponding sets of oins.
• The di�erene of two values is the (set) di�erene of the orresponding sets of oins, as long as the setbeing subtrated is inluded in the original set.
• The omparison relation is the set inlusion between sets of oins.Indeed, when a purse dereases its balane, it atually gives away part of it. So there is how the Abstratworld an be de�ned:sig NAME {}sig Coin {}sig AbPurse {balane: set Coin,lost: set Coin}sig AbWorld { abAuthPurse: NAME -> AbPurse }This approah allows omputing the sum of sets of values through simply gathering them with a relationalexpression. Whereas the Z spei�ation de�nes a sum of set of values through a reursive de�nition:TotalstotalBalane, totalLost : (NAME 7 7→ AbPurse) → ZtotalBalane(∅) = 0totalLost(∅) = 0

∀ f : NAME 7 7→ AbPurse; name : NAME ; AbPurse |name ∈ dom f ∧ θAbPurse = f (name)
• totalBalane(f ) = totalBalane(name −⊳ f ) + balane

∧ totalLost(f ) = totalLost(name −⊳ f ) + lostin Alloy, one would simply write S.r where S is a set of NAME s and r is a relation that maps a name tosome oins. For instane, if a is an AbWorld, one would simply write a.abAuthPurse.balane to omputethe sum of the balanes of all abstrat purses.2.2.2. De�ning onstraints to avoid oin sharingHowever, this approah requires to de�ne additional onstraints to avoid oin sharing, the fat that, forinstane, two amounts being added ould have ommon oins. Indeed, suh onstraints ensure, for instane,the onsidered sums atually being disjoint unions of sets of oins.First onstraints are added on the Abstrat world. They are quite simple to express:
• There is no oin ommon to two purses, regardless of whether it would belong to the balane or the loststore of either purse. In other words, a oin must belong to at most one purse.
• There is no oin ommon to the balane store and the lost store of a purse. In other words, a oin mustbe either not lost, or lost.fat noCoinSharing {all w: AbWorld {



8 Tahina Ramananandrono disj n1, n2: NAME {some n1.(w.abAuthPurse).(balane + lost)& n2.(w.abAuthPurse).(balane + lost)}no p: AbPurse {p in NAME.(w.abAuthPurse)some p.balane & p.lost}}}These onstraints only apply to abstrat authenti purses, that is purses atually belonging to an abstratworld (although the seond ould even have been de�ned for any abstrat purse).Then, the Conrete purses also use oins:sig PayDetails {from, to: NAME,fromSeqNo, toSeqNo: SEQNO,value: set Coin}sig ConPurse {name: NAME,balane: set Coin,pdAuth: PayDetails,exLog: set PayDetails,nextSeqNo: SEQNO,status: STATUS}sig ConWorld {onAuthPurse: NAME -> lone ConPurse,ether: set MESSAGE,arhive: NAME -> PayDetails}The Conrete purse is de�ned with the pdAuth information on the pending transation involving it, theexLog set of logged transations, and the status of the purse in the exeution of the pending transationaording to 1.Equivalent onstraints to avoid oin sharing have to be added to the Conrete world. In the �rst model, weadded the following onstraints:fat noCoinSharingConrete {all p: ConPurse {no p.exLog.value & p.balane -- 1}all w: ConWorld {no disj n1, n2: NAME {some n1.(w.onAuthPurse).balane& n2.(w.onAuthPurse).balane -- 2}no p: ConPurse, pd: PayDetails {p in NAME.(w.onAuthPurse)pd in NAME.arhivesome p.balane & pd.value -- 3}



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 9}}1. A purse has no oin ommon to its balane and a transation it has logged to its exLog.2. Two distint purses have no oin ommon to their balanes.3. A purse has no oin ommon to its balane and a transation that has been logged in the global arhive.But although onstraint 2 makes sense, onstraints 1 and 3 are too strong. Indeed, as regards onstraint 3:
• Assume the �to� purse has reeived the money and sends the aknowledgment message. If the �from�purse aborts before reeiving it, logging the transation into its exLog, then this onstraint prevents the�from� purse from opying the details relevant to this transation to the global arhive. Indeed, the �to�balane ontains the oins orresponding to the value of the transation.
• Assume the �to� purse has just sent the request message but aborts, then logging the transation intoits exLog. If the �from� purse aborts before reeiving this message, then it will have kept the oins of thetransation value in its balane. Thus, the �to� purse will not be able to opy the details relevant to thistransation to the global arhive.In both ases, the orresponding transation is �loked� in the exLog, whih onsequently annot lear itthrough a ClearExeptionLog operation.Roughly speaking, the point is to �nd onstraints whih ould be equivalent to the abstrat onstraintpreventing a oin to be �lost and not lost� at the same time. The solution may be found by referring to theAbstrat/Between re�nement relation. It relies on the de�nition of two funtions:
• de�nitelyLost orresponds to the set of details referring to transations de�nitely lost. Those transationsare either logged by the two purses, or logged by the �to� purse while the �from�, having sent the money,is still expeting an aknowledgment.
• maybeLost orresponds to ritially ambiguous transations. The �to� purse expets the value. The �from�purse has already sent it, and either expets the aknowledgment, or has logged the transation beforethe �to� reeived the value.In both ases, we know that the value has been debited from the �from� balane but not yet redited to the�to� balane. Then, it is sound to replae onstraint 3 above with the following one, stating that no oin inthe value of a transation in de�nitelyLost or maybeLost may be in a purse balane at the same time :all w: ConWorld {no p: ConPurse {p in NAME.(w.onAuthPurse)some p.balane & (definitelyLost (w) + maybeLost (w)) -- new 3}}This onstraint prevents a oin from being in a balane and a lost store at the same time, even if the pursesare distint.As regards onstraint 1, it is too strong if the following situation arises: the �to� purse logs the transationjust after sending the request, but the �from� aborts before reeiving it (thus it does not log). Then, nomoney has been sent yet, but the transation has been logged by the �to� purse. In that ase, the �to� purseannot reeive the orresponding oins in a further transation attempt involving them, beause they arealready in the logged transation, even though they are still in the �from� balane.All those situations have been found by ounterexamples while trying to rewrite the Alloy spei�ation.Indeed, those onstraints were �rst de�ned within the Conrete world, so that the Between/Conrete re�ne-ments did not hold. Atually, some onstraints in the Between were not neessarily kept through operations,so they were too strong. Thus, they aused some legal operations not to arise. The new onstraints de�nedhere have been moved to the Between world. This has allowed them to be heked as invariants through theBetween/Conrete re�nement.



10 Tahina Ramananandrofun allLogs (: ConWorld): ConPurse -> PayDetails{ .arhive + (.onAuthPurse <: exLog.) }fun authentiFrom (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ from.(.onAuthPurse) }fun authentiTo (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ to.(.onAuthPurse) }fun fromLogged (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ authentiFrom () & ConPurse.(allLogs () & ~from) }fun toLogged (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ authentiTo () & ConPurse.(allLogs () & ~to) }fun toInEpv (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ authentiTo () & to.status..epv& (iden & to.(pdAuth.)).PayDetails }fun fromInEpr (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ authentiFrom () & from.status..epr& (iden & from.(pdAuth.)).PayDetails }fun fromInEpa (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ authentiFrom () & from.status..epa& (iden & from.(pdAuth.)).PayDetails }fun definitelyLost (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ toLogged () & (fromLogged () + fromInEpa ()) }fun maybeLost (: ConWorld) : set PayDetails{ (fromInEpa () + fromLogged ()) & toInEpv () }Figure 4. Alloy de�nitions of the de�nitelyLost and maybeLost sets of transations2.2.3. Rede�ning hosenLost set: oins as a traking systemUsing oins has another interesting e�et: they allow to better trak the amounts through operations.The Abstrat/Between re�nement relies on a prophey variable, hosenLost, gathering the ambiguous (pend-ing) transations that are hosen in advane to be lost. This prophey variable auses the protool to benondeterministi.But this set, used to ompute the lost values of the abstrat purses, is uniquely known for a given Betweenworld, as soon as the orresponding Abstrat world is known. Indeed, thanks to the onstraint preventinga oin from belonging to the values of two distint transations onsidered ambiguous, it is possible todetermine to whih transation a oin orresponds. It is easily possible to show that the de�nitelyLost andmaybeLost sets of transations are disjoint (see de�nition above in Setion ...). Indeed, for the former, the�to� purse has to have logged the transation, whereas for the latter, the �to� purse has to be still waiting forthe value being redited, whih means that the transation is still pending. It is also obvious that oins beingaounted in the Abstrat model orrespond to either a onrete balane, or a de�nitelyLost or maybeLosttransation amount, the latter ase inluding the ase of a transation hosen lost. So there are four solutions:
• the oin is in a onrete balane: then, it will be aounted into the abstrat balane of the orrespondingpurse;
• the oin is in a de�nitelyLost transation: then, it will be aounted into the lost of the �from� purse ofthis transation;
• the oin is in a transation onsidered maybeLost, but not hosen lost: then, it will be aounted into thebalane of the �from� purse of this transation;
• the oin is in a transation onsidered maybeLost and hosen lost: then, it will be aounted into the lostof the �from� purse of this transation.



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 11Then, it is possible to �revolve� this table to de�ne the hosenLost set. Just take the transations ofmaybeLost,the oins of whih are in an abstrat lost :fun getChosenLost (a: AbWorld, b: BetweenWorld) : PayDetails {NAME.(a.abAuthPurse).lost.(~value :> maybeLost (b))}3. Reords in Z, objets in Alloy3.1. The identity of objetsA major di�erene between Z and Alloy is how they represent objets. On the one hand, a Z shema de�nesreords, so that two reords having the same values denote the same objet. On the other hand, Alloyspei�ations de�ne relations between atomi objets, eah of whih has its own identity regardless of howit is related to others.3.1.1. Simulating objets with Z reords and namesIn Z, an abstrat purse is only a reord with two �elds, balane and lost.AbPursebalane, lost : Zbalane ≥ 0lost ≥ 0So, when two abstrat purses have the same balane values and the same lost values, then it is impossibleto distinguish them.Now onsider the de�nition of the AbWorld abstrat world. It is a set of purses. To distinguish between twopurses having the same values, the Z spei�ation introdues names. This method is ommonly retained inobjet-oriented Z spei�ations [Hal90℄.
[NAME ]AbWorldabAuthPurse : NAME 7 7→ AbPurseIn Alloy, the notion of property only orresponds to the way atomi objets are related to eah other. Thatis why names are not neessary: keeping them would introdue an artifat in the Alloy spei�ation. So thepurses an simply be de�ned through the following signature:sig AbPurse {balane: set Coin,lost: set Coin}So, an Abstrat world is simply a set of purses, a subset of the AbPurse signature.



12 Tahina Ramananandro3.1.2. Simulating reords with Alloy objets: anonializationConversely, in Alloy, there is no notion of reords and �elds, as two distint objets may be related to thesame values by the relations.However, it is possible to simulate Z's behaviour by introduing a notion of reords in Alloy. One solutionould be to anonialize signatures: that is, to introdue anonialization onstraints whih enfore twoabstrat worlds having the same properties to be equal :The main purpose of this onstraint would be to redue the searh spae by eliminating redundant aseswhen analyzing the spei�ation. However, suh a anonialization onstraint may be also neessary for theAbstrat purses, as the re�nement relation ould � and does, without this onstraint � give di�erent purseshaving the same balane and lost �elds.The Z spei�ation also de�nes �true� reords, for instane TransferDetails and PayDetails whih representrespetively abstrat and onrete transation details.TransferDetailsfrom, to : NAMEvalue : Zvalue ≥ 0PayDetailsTransferDetailsfromSeqNo, toSeqNo : ZfromSeqNo ≥ 0toSeqNo ≥ 0So, suh data types have to be represented in Alloy as reords, i.e. with the anonialization onstraint.sig TransferDetails {from, to: Purse,value: set Coin}sig PayDetails extends TransferDetails {fromSeqNo, toSeqNo: SEQNO}fat payDetailsCanon {no disj p, p': PayDetails {p'.from = p.fromp'.to = p.top'.fromSeqNo = p.fromSeqNop'.toSeqNo = p.toSeqNo}}3.2. Consequene: existential quanti�ation and onstraintsRather than using a model-level notion of re�nement [GMB05℄, the simulation proofs of our Alloy spei�a-tion follow the Z re�nement proofs, whih embed re�nement relations in a single model. Thus, they require toshow that for any Between operation and Abstrat post-state, there exists an Abstrat pre-state suh that the



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 13Abstrat operation holds (as required by the bakwards re�nement), and similarly for the Between/Conretere�nement proof (but forwards).It is important to understand the notion of existene in the right way. Indeed, in the Z notation, an existentialtheorem orresponds to the fat that a reord with the right �eld values may be onstruted. That is, if thetheorem is stated in an existential way, the proof will give the witness.But in Alloy, existene is the atual existene of the orresponding atomi objets in the model. That explainsthe following behaviour in the Abstrat/Between re�nement. Let us try to show the following prediate forthe Between Abort operation, using the method of �enapsulating� the hosenLost set into a spei� signatureas a �eld of this signature:sig ChosenLost {pd: set PayDetails}assert ReqEx {all b, b': BetweenWorld, a': AbWorld, l': ChosenLost {{ Rab (a', b', l'.pd)Req (b, b')} implies some a: AbWorld, l: ChosenLost {Rab (a, b, l.pd)AbIgnore (a, a')}}}Then, a ounterexample would ome: the model with only one ChosenLost objet, preventing some aseswhere the ChosenLost must hange from the post-state to the pre-state.This is also the reason why a sanity-hek property has to be veri�ed through simulating a prediate ratherthan trying to hek an existential assertion. Indeed, if we naively tried to show that there exists a Between-World, to show that the onstraints are not too strong and allow an objet to exist:assert BetweenEx {some BetweenWorld}then, the immediate ounterexample omes: the empty model, with no atoms at all!A naive idea would be to onstrain the Alloy model to math the Z notion of existene, that is to onstrainany onstrutible objet to exist. But that idea is very naive, as an immediate problem arises with the AlloyAnalyzer : the sope dramatially grows.That is why the only solution is to onstrut the witness in the theorem itself, and to assume that anobjet exists one we have enough properties to de�ne it. For instane, an Abstrat world is ompletelydetermined if we know its abAuthPurse, that is the set of all its authenti purses and their properties. Thus,we an onsider that the Rab abstration relation, whih omputes the values of balane and lost �elds ofthe authenti purses of an Abstrat world abstrating the given Between world and the ChosenLost variable,onstruts an objet whih has the struture of an Abstrat world.But assuming the existene of a onstrained objet does not make sense: thus it is neessary to not de�neonstraints as suh, but de�ne them as prediates whih will be used as impliation hypotheses in assertions.For instane, instead of de�ning and using the Abstrat and Between worlds as follows:sig BetweenWorld extends ConWorld {}fat BetweenConstraints {...}assert RabIgnore {all b, b': BetweenWorld, a': AbWorld,



14 Tahina Ramananandrol': set PayDetails {{ Rab (a', b', l')Ignore (b, b')} implies some a: AbWorld {Rab (a, b, l')AbIgnore (a, a')}}}it is a better idea to de�ne onstraints as prediates rather than fats:sig AbWorld {abAuthPurse: NAME -> AbPurse}pred Abstrat (a: AbWorld) {a.abAuthPurse: NAME -> lone AbPurse... -- and abstrat oin sharing onstraints}pred Between (b: ConWorld) {...}This also allows to hek onstraints (inluding oin sharing onstraints de�ned in the previous setion) asinvariants.Then, the abstration relation ould be also de�ned �struturally�, with no referenes to the �onstraints�:pred Rab (a: AbWorld, b: BetweenWorld, l: set PayDetails) {a.abAuthPurse.AbPurse = b.onAuthPurse.ConPurse -- 1all n: NAME {n in b.onAuthPurse.ConPurse implies {one n.(a.abAuthPurse) -- 2n.(a.abAuthPurse).balane = ...n.(a.abAuthPurse).lost = ...}}}1. The authenti names are the same for the abstrat as for the between world.2. for any authenti name, there is exatly one orresponding abstrat purse.Then, the assertion ould be stated as follows:assert RabIgnore {all b, b': BetweenWorld, a, a': AbWorld,l': set PayDetails {{ Abstrat (a')Rab (a', b', l')Ignore (b, b')Rab (a, b, l')} implies {Abstrat (a) -- 1AbIgnore (a, a')}}}



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 15It is worth noting that multipliity onstraints also have to be de�ned as additional onstraints.Then, the following lemma would avoid onlusion 1 to be heked eah time:assert RabEx {all b: ConWorld, a: AbWorld, l: set PayDetails {{ Rab (a, b, l)} implies {Abstrat (a)}}}That is, the abstration relation (provided the hosenLost set of transations onsists in only ritiallyambiguous transations that may be lost, a onstraint that has to be de�ned in the abstration relation)always de�nes an Abstrat world starting from a Between. Or, in other words, any objet that would havethe same struture of an Abstrat world but would abstrat a given Between world through the abstrationrelation, automatially veri�es the onstraints of an Abstrat world, thus is itself a �true� abstrat world.4. Results4.1. Bugs found in the Z spei�ationThe use of the Alloy Analyzer gave some ounterexamples not related to the way of modeling the Mondexspei�ation in Alloy. Indeed, some of those ounterexamples orrespond to real bugs in the original Zspei�ation. Those bugs were disovered very early, in analysing the initial spei�ation. However, theoptimized spei�ation gave no further bugs.The Alloy Analyzer found two bugs related to reasoning errors in the spei�ation. This points out the fatthat the proofs of the Z spei�ation [SCW00℄ are not formal enough, as they rely on informal omments thatan be only impliitly heked by automated formal methods. Those informal omments an indue a wrongreasoning shema, leading to a proof that is formally valid but useless as it is not the proof of a given theorem:when a theorem is split into lemmas, the link between the theorem and the lemmas is sometimes shown onlythrough informal omments, not through a formal proof. The �rst bug, about the Abort proof shema of theAbstrat/Between re�nement, illustrates the e�et of an inorret informal splitting of a theorem into ases,leading to an inorret proof of the theorem, whereas the seond bug, about the framing shema, pointsout how a lemma is inorretly used in the proof of a theorem even though the proof of the lemma itself isorret.The Alloy Analyzer also found a bug in the spei�ation itself: missing onstraints about authentiity.This notion is important insofar as it prevents money from magially appearing or disappearing during anoperation, either beause a purse appears or disappears, or beause a purse is making a transation with anon-authenti purse.4.1.1. Abort proof shemaMostly, the Alloy method allows to diretly hek the spei�ation without going through intermediatelemmas. But some theorems onsumed too muh time of analysis, or even did not terminate if diretlyheked at one. So, for suh theorems, we had to go into the proof details.Consider the Abort operation on a Between world. This operation is triggered by a purse when it deidesto get rid of a transation it is involved in, for instane after a timeout when the other purse has beendisonneted too early. In the Abstrat/Between re�nement, this operation refnes AbIgnore, the Abstrat



16 Tahina Ramananandrono-op. Indeed, the atual transfer only happens one the �to� purse is redited via the Val operation. Thus,any other operation is onsidered abstratly to be no-op.For this Abort/AbIgnore re�nement, a hek on a sope of 8 did not terminate after 2 days of omputation.So, it was neessary to takle a lemma.The Abort operation an be split into three ases:1. when the transation has gone so far that aborting it leads to de�nitely losing the money;2. when the transation has not gone far enough to deide;3. when there was no transation to abort (the purse was idle).Case 3 is easy to separate. Just disriminate on the status of the purse, when the aborting purse has nopending transation, hene nothing to abort.To distinguish between ases 1 and 2, the Z proof laims that it is enough to disriminate on whether thetransation in progress is in maybeLost, that is ritially ambiguous, arguing that in this ase, the �to� purseis neessarily aborting.Atually, this is false, as the Alloy Analyzer generates a ounterexample where the transation in progressis in maybeLost but the �from� purse is aborting, not the �to�. It is worth noting that a transation beomeslost only when the �to� purse has logged the transation. For instane, the �from� purse may abort afterhaving sent the money whereas the �to� purse has still neither reeived the value nor aborted.The right ondition that makes the proof work � and thus, the theorem hold, as expeted � is that theaborting purse is the �to� purse waiting to be redited. This is atually one of the two ases when thetransation is in progress. The other ase is when the aborting purse is the �from� purse expeting theaknowledgment. The latter ase never auses money to be lost.The false laim has been present only in the informal text of the proof: it has not been formalized whysplitting the proof of Abort through that ondition worked. That is why this bug has not been found byother methods as of May 2006.4.1.2. Framing shema for operations that �rst abortTo make the proof easier, and to avoid showing several times that Abort re�nes AbIgnore, it is wise toshow that operations that �rst abort (that is, operations initializing a transation or a log lear) may bedeomposed into elementary operations, the �rst being Abort.The problem is that if suh deomposition theorems are takled with the Alloy Analyzer, they generateounterexamples! So there is neessarily a bug in the Z spei�ation.Atually, whereas some elementary operations output spei� messages, Abort outputs a generi messagealled ⊥. The Z proof argues that operations �rst aborting are de�ned through a framing shema Φ, that isthrough a de�nition of the form:
∃∆ConPurse • Φ ∧ (Abort ; ElementaryOp)where ; is the omposition operation.Then, the Z proof argues that this an be deomposed into two parts :
(∃∆ConPurse • Φ ∧ Abort) ;

(∃△ConPurse • Φ ∧ ElementaryOp)using a lemma assuming that Φ is of the following form:ConWorldonAuthPurse : NAME 7→ ConPurse
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Φ
∆ConWorld
∆ConPursen? : NAMEn? ∈ dom onAuthPurseonAuthPurse n? = θConPurseonAuthPurse ′ = onAuthPurse ⊕ {n? 7→ θConPurse ′}But, even though the lemma itself might be true, atually the proess is wrong beause Φ is atually not ofthe spei�ed form! Atually, the lemma neglets the non-funtional �elds of ConWorld , among whih is theether. This means that messages are not handled by this shema. This explains the obtained ounterexamples,for whih Abort and the elementary operation output di�erent messages, so that it is impossible to omposethem.One solution is to onstrain the generi message ⊥ to be neessarily in the Between ether. In that ase, theomposition does work, as the Abort operation does not add any new message to the ether. But the lemmawould still have to be adapted, for instane by handling some non-funtional �elds (suh as ether) and byshowing a modi�ed form of this lemma where the �rst operation does not modify the non-funtional �eldsbut the seond may do so.4.1.3. AuthentiityThe original Z spei�ation requires that for any �from� purse expeting a request, its pdAuth, that is theurrent transation details held by the purse, must be authenti: its from �eld must math the �from� purse.But, even though a general onstraint requires the purse to math either the from or the to �eld, there isno more preise onstraint for the �to� purse expeting the value, or even the �from� purse expeting theaknowledgment.Due to this lak, trying to hek the Abort/AbIgnore re�nement yields a ounterexample. Atually, whiletrying to hek this re�nement with the method desribed above, two ounterexamples are (suessively)generated in addition to the one related to the Abort re�nement itself:

• the one if the purse holds a pdAuth indiating that it is atually the from purse, but expeting to beredited (a state in whih only a �to� purse an be);
• the other if the purse holds a pdAuth indiating that it is atually the to purse, but expeting anaknowledgment (a state in whih only a �from� purse an be).This lak of authentiity reates an inonsisteny in the atual role played by the purse in the transation:their status does not math the indiation in their transation information.Adding the orresponding ontraints in the Conrete, or even in the Between world, solves this problem andsuppresses these ounterexamples.This bug has also been found by other methods suh as KIV [SGHR06, KIV℄.4.2. Sopes and times of heksThe hoie of the sope for a theorem is a very tough issue. Indeed, the user has to �nd a balane betweenthe time they want to spend heking an assertion, and the on�dene level they require for it.At least, for eah signature, the sope should be as large as the number of quanti�ations over objets of
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This graph was obtained with the �rst model.Figure 5. Time exponentially inreases with the sopethis signature. Indeed, if the sope is not large enough, then hypotheses may not be able to hold, and thetheorem would be trivially true within this sope.It is often admitted that a sope of 8 is reasonable for most models.Atually, as regards the Mondex ase study:
• Given an operation, it is sound to bound the number of abstrat or onrete worlds to the number of timesthey are quanti�ed over in the formula. Indeed, outside the onsidered operation, states are independenton eah other.
• But this reasoning does not apply to purses: whereas it is sound to require at least 2 purses (the �from�and the �to�), they do depend on other purses beause of their loal exLog. In partiular, even theomputation of the orresponding abstrat balane and lost does depend on several purses. Moreover, itis also interesting to onsider some non-authenti purses.
• No bound on transations or messages may be found either, for a similar reason.The problem is that the time of heking exponentially inreases with the sope.Besides sope problems, intensive SAT-solving raises tehnial issues:
• mahines have to be powerful enough to be able to takle the problem, so the times of heks also dependon the speed of the proessor and the amount of memory;
• but even on a given mahine, the same problem being takled by di�erent SAT-solvers may take di�erenttimes, or even rash.Roughly speaking, SAT-solvings have been takling from a few seonds to several hours, up to one day, exeptfor the Abort/Between re�nement whih has been stopped after two days of unsuessful omputation.Whereas the sopes have been suessively heked for the �rst model, the �nal model has been diretlyheked for a sope of 10 (modulo restritions for worlds), exept for the Abstrat/Between re�nement andthe Between model onsisteny where the sope has been limited to 8, as for the �rst model. It is worthnoting that in that ase, the times are sensitively longer for the �nal model than for the �rst model. On the



Mondex with the Alloy model-�nding method 19one hand, this is due to the onstraints, whih were too strong in the �rst model, and have been weakened inthe �nal model. On the other hand, it might be also due to the way the Alloy Analyzer onstruts the searhspae. Indeed, in the �nal model, there are almost no fats: all the �onstraints� are de�ned by prediates thenused as hypotheses in impliation formulae in assertions. Thus, the Alloy Analyzer might have to onsiderevery possible ombination of the atoms to de�ne relations.4.3. Limits to the use of the Alloy AnalyzerBeause Alloy is based on �rst-order, even despite transitive losures, some properties suh as the �nitenessof the set of purses in an Abstrat world, have to be dropped. But as regards the Mondex ase study,�niteness properties may be shown indiretly by showing, for instane, that during an operation, suh setsare obtained by union or symmetri di�erene from pre-state sets whih are assumed to be �nite. This istrue following the de�nition of the operations.But what is more annoying is the �nite sope. Indeed, the heks led with the Alloy Analyzer only show thatthe theorems hold for a ertain number of atoms. More generally, as disussed in [FPB+05℄, in no way anthe Alloy Analyzer be used to give a rigorous proof of the heked theorems.A �rst attempt ould be to try to inrease sopes by improving ambient onditions (mahines, et.), or evenby using the newer version of the Alloy Analyzer based on Kodkod urrently being developed by SDG. Butthose methods are still bounded, and do not generalize.We ould also try to show a small model theorem, a meta-theorem whih ould in some way �ompute aminimal sope�, or threshold, for signatures. For instane Lee Momtahan's idea [Mom04℄ would be to showthat, starting from a sope, it is possible to ompute a threshold for one signature, for whih any greatersope than this threshold would be automatially true, other signatures keeping the same sope. But thisapproah is still not powerful enough beause:
• the extended signature may not be quanti�ed over (exept skolemizable quanti�ations);
• only one signature sope may be extended at the same time.So, it ould be wise to get rid of the sope issue and to hoose a more diret approah of really provingassertions. Then this will require the use of external tools, that is other than the Alloy Analyzer. It would bealso an interesting way to show that the Alloy spei�ation language an be taked with di�erent methods,not only model-�nding.Prioni [AKMR03℄ translates an Alloy spei�ation into the input language of the Athena [Ath℄ proof assis-tant, whih is based on a logi with powerful relational alulus. But the problem is that Athena, as a proofassistant, is not automated enough.It makes sense to onsider that the more expressive the logi, the less automated the tool. Then omes upan apparently interesting solution: automated �rst-order theorem provers.Indeed, if �niteness properties are dropped, then it is interesting to point out the fat that the Mondexase study an be entirely written as a �rst-order theory, and even without transitive losures. Atually, anyhigher-order quanti�ation an be turned into �rst-order. For instane, to lear a set of transation detailsfrom the logs, the Z spei�ation omputes a ode, alled lear ode, to represent the set being leared. So, itis possible to quantify over this lear ode instead of the whole set being leared. Moreover, as operations areonsidered individually, transitive losures are not useful: there are no theorems to be shown about sequenesof operations.5. Conlusion and related workThe Alloy formal method, based on �rst-order relational logi with transitive losures, allowed to speify theMondex ase study almost entirely, that is just dropping the properties about �niteness, even though those



20 Tahina Ramananandroproperties may be shown indiretly. Then, without those properties, this work shows that the Mondex asestudy an be rewritten as a �rst-order theory, even without transitive losures.Despite some implementation issues that should be improved in its suessor version urrently under de-velopment by the SDG group, the use of the Alloy Analyzer allows to rapidly and e�iently develop aspei�ation; thanks to model-�nding, sanity heks are made in a straightforward way. The Alloy Analyzeralso allowed us to �nd bugs in the original Z spei�ation. Those bugs may be relevant to the spei�ationitself as muh as to the proof, or even to informal omments guiding the proof. Those bugs have also beenfound by other methods suh as Z/Eves or KIV, so the Alloy Analyzer an fairly ompete in �nding bugs inspei�ations.However, beyond �nding those bugs, the Alloy Analyzer itself does not provide any proof of the theorems,as disussed in [FPB+05℄. So it is neessary to extend the results obtained with the Alloy Analyzer. LeeMomtahan's work upon a small model theorem [Mom04℄ ould be a �rst step towards generalizing resultsgiven by the model-�nder. But its too strong onstraints over the spei�ation, requiring signatures to notbe quanti�ed at all, do not �t the Mondex ase study. So, other formal methods have to omplete theuse of the Alloy Analyzer. Prioni [AKMR03℄ intends to use Alloy spei�ations with the Athena proofassistant, whih is not fully automati. But trying to handle Alloy models in �rst-order logi ould be alsointeresting. We have done some �rst attempts [Ram06℄, but only Abstrat seurity properties have beenshown so far. In fat, to be able to pratially use theorem provers, it would be neessary to improve theoneption of automated theorem provers, whih is the onern raised by ompetitions suh as TPTP [TPT℄.For more general ases than Mondex whih might use transitive losures, Tal Lev Ami's work [LAIR+05℄ould represent an interesting �rst-order logi omplement to Alloy, as it moreover tries to handle transitivelosures.It ould be also interesting to develop syntati analysis of Alloy spei�ations, or even to automatizerelational alulus and reasoning diretly at the formula level, whih would make the onstraint of �nitesope irrelevant, as disussed in [FPB+05℄.6. AknowledgmentsI would like to aknowledge Daniel Jakson and all the SDG members for their useful help � sometimesovernight � throughout, and even after, this internship, and for letting me disover the spirit of the labo-ratory, whih introdued me to some researh topis not takled in Frane, through visiting the laboratoriesand attending talks led by researhers from all over the world.I would also like to aknowledge all the VSR-net members for their attendane on the meetings, in partiularJim Woodok and Juan Biarregui for their hospitality and their partiularly enjoyable organization of theVSR-net events in England.I would also like to aknowledge Patrik Cousot, the students' advisor within the Computer Siene De-partment of the Éole Normale Supérieure, for onneting Daniel Jakson and me, and more globally for hisreliable piees of advie about researh topis.
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